
Application No. Applicant(s)

Interview Summary
09/972 t 177 BLUMBERG ETAL

Examiner Art Unit

Brenda L Coleman 1624

All participants (applicant, applicant's representative, PTO personnel):

(1) Brenda L Coleman . (3).

(2) Christopher J. Verni. (4).

Date of Interview: 05 April 2005 .

Type: a)S Telephonic b)D Video Conference

c)KbPersonal [copy given to: 1)D applicant 2)D applicant's representative]

Exhibit shown or demonstration conducted: d)D Yes e)D No.
If Yes, brief description: .

Claim(s) discussed: 1^8.

Identification of prior art discussed: .

Agreement with respect to the claims f)D was reached. g)E3 was not reached. h)D N/A.

Substance of Interview including description of the general nature of what was agreed to if an agreement was
reached, or any other comments: the state of the art is such that the bonds due not disappear when the node count is

zero, the applicants feel that the claims in view of the specification and prosecution history as a whole and the
examples would clearly indicate what the applicants mean in the claims .

(A fuller description, if necessary, and a copy of the amendments which the examiner agreed would render the claims
allowable, if available, must be attached. Also, where no copy of the amendments that would render the claims
allowable is available, a summary thereof must be attached.)

THE FORMAL WRITTEN REPLY TO THE LAST OFFICE ACTION MUST INCLUDE THE SUBSTANCE OF THE
INTERVIEW. (See MPEP Section 713.04). If a reply to the last Office action has already been filed, APPLICANT IS
GIVEN ONE MONTH FROM THIS INTERVIEW DATE, OR THE MAILING DATE OF THIS INTERVIEW SUMMARY
FORM, WHICHEVER IS LATER, TO FILE A STATEMENT OF THE SUBSTANCE OF THE INTERVIEW. See
Summary of Record of Interview requirements on reverse side or on attached sheet.

Examiner Note: You must sign this form unless it is an
Attachment to a signed Office action. Examiner's signature, if required

U.S. Patent and Trademark Office

PTOL-413(Rev. 04-03) Interview Summary Paper No. 20050405^



Manual of Patent Examining Procedure, Section 71 3.0* Substance of imetvtew Must Be-Made of Record

§ 1.133 Interviews

JQ^ZIZ^^ in view of an interview with an examiner, a complete written statement of the reasons presented at the interview as
warranting ravorawe acoon mustbe fitorfbythe appGcant An interview does not remove the necessity for response to Office actions as specified in§§ 1.111, 1.135. (35 u.S.C.

.J^^^^^^^^^t^^!^55 the Patent^ Trademark Office should be transacted in writing. The personal attendance ot applicants or theirSS^^^i^.^^ The action of the Patent and Trademark Office will be based exclusivelyon the written record in tha Office.No attention wn be pau to any stagedml promise, stipulation, or understanding In relation to which there is disagreement or doubt.

Theactkjnd the PatentandTrademark Office cannot be based exclusively on the written record in the Office if that record is itself incomplete through the failure to record
the substance of interviews-

It is the responsibai^ttie appfcamoc the attorney or agent to make the substance of an interview of record in the application file, unless the examiner indicates he or she
will do so. ft is the examiners responsibly to see that such a record is made and to correct material inaccuracies which bear directly on the question of patentability.

^amlnere^
filIin9 in me blanks in neat handwritten form using a ball point pen. Discussions regarding only procedural matters,

directed sote^ restriction ra^^^"^^^ Irrterviow recordation is otherwise provided for in Section 812.01 of the Manual of Patent Examining Procedure, or pointing
out typographical errors or unreadable script in Office actions or the like, are excluded from the interview recordation procedures below.

The interviewSummary Form shaM be given an appropriate paper number, placed in the right hand portion of the file, and listed on the "Contents" list on the file wrapper. The
docket and serial ieyfe»tei uuu*need notbeupdated to reflect interviews. In a personal interview, the duplicate copy of the Form is removed and given to the applicant {or attorney
or agem) atttte cmtihjson^tt»«ttmnGMr. In case off a telephonic interview, the copy is mailed to the appUcanfs correspondence address either with or prior to the next official
communication, tfad^>naJ conBg)onttence from theexaminer is not likely before an allowance or if other circumstances dictate, the Form should be mailed promptly after the
telephonic interview rather than wnn the next official communication.

The Form provides formqmfafion of the fotowing information:

Serial Number of the apniraffinn

- Name of applicant

- Name of examiner
- Date of interview

- Type of interview (personal or telephonic)

- Name ot participants) (appfcant, attorney or agent, etc.)

- An indication whether or not an exhftxt was shown or a demonstration conducted
- An identification of the claims risri«ged

- An kJerrtmcafon ot the specffic prior art olscussed
- An indicationwhether an agreement was reached and if so. a description of the general nature of the agreement (may be by attachment of a copy of
a^enAriems orclaims agreed as being aflowaWe). (Agreements as to allowability are tentative and do not restrict further action by the examiner to Ihe contrary

)

- The signature of the sxammer who conducted the interview
- Names of other Patent and Trademark Office personnel present.

The Form also contains a statement reminding the applicant of his responsibility to the record the substance of the interview.

.h !!?
desira^^lf?^ttfn^?!ft gqilhd aPP,ican^ "is obligation to record the substance of the interview in each case unless both applicant and examiner agree

hat the examiner^ "^wdrame. Where the examiner agrees to record the substance of the interview, or when it is adequately recorded on the Form in an attachment to the
torm, tne examiner should check a box at the Form informing the applicant that he need not supplement the Form by submitting a separate record of the interview.

It should be rw^wwever, that the interview Summary Form will not be considered and proper recordation of the interview unless it includes, or is supplemented by the
applicant or the examiner to mcfajde, all of the applicable items required below concerning the substance of the interview:

A complete and proper recordation ot the substance of any interview should include at least the following applicable items:
1 ) A brief description of the nature of any exhibit shown or any demonstration conducted.
2) an identification of the claims discussed.

3) an identification of specffic prior art olscussed.

4) an idemjfxafiofi (rf theprinc^ proposed amendments ofa substantive nature discussed, unless these are already described on the Interview Summary Form completed
by the examiner.

5) 8^?e"fi^^ arguments presented to the examiner. The identification of arguments need not be lengthy or elaborate. Averbatim
or highlyoeteMdesaip^rt^ arr^ents not required. The identification of the arguments is sufficient if the general nature or thrust of the principal arguments made
to the examiner can be understood in the context of the application office, Of course, the applicant may desire to emphasize and fully describe those arguments which
he feels were or might be persuasive to the examiner.

6) a general irKfcation of any other pertinent matters discussed, and
7) if appropriate, the general results or outcome of the interview unless already described in the interview Summary Form completed by the examiner.

Examiners are expected tocareUy review the appficanfs record of the substance ofan interview. If the record is not complete or accurate, the examiner will give the applicant
one monthfrorn the date of the notifying letter or the remainder of any period for response, whichever is longer, to complete the response and thereby avoid abandonment of
the application (37 CFR 1.135(c)).

Examiner to Check for Accuracy

Applicant's summary ofwhat took place at the interview shoutd be carefully checked to determine the accuracy of any argument or statement attributed to the examiner during
the interview. If thereban inaccuracy and it bears directly on the question of patentability, it should be pointed out in the next Office letter. If the claims are allowable for other
reasons of record, the examinershouldsenda letter setting forth his or her version of the statement attributed to him. If the record is complete and accurate the examiner should
place the tnofcaljon Interview record OK*on the paper recording the substance of the interview along with the date and the examiner's initials


